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In champaign county court
101 E. Main st.  Urbana IL 61801

James F. Osterbur
2191 county road 2500 E.

St. Joseph IL 61873
www.justtalking3.info
www.trialoflife.info

versus

State of ILLINOIS 
Gifford, IL;  police department

dated 1/ 10/ 12

CASE 2011 TR 022442
RE:    The citation for:  a failure to come to a complete stop, in the town of Gifford
IL.  At a stop sign therein.  Ticket number  3171 Gifford police.  The charge $120

dollars.  I, the accused,    DEMANDING A JURY TRIAL.

 From the merriam/ webster dictionary tenth edition/ because legal dictionaries do
not list a meaning: thereby those in power intend to control, by avoidance/ what
can or cannot be discussed regarding the first amendment of the US constitution/
fifth amendment of the IL constitution/ by excluding it from their vocabulary. An
illegal act in absolute defiance of the constitution itself.

   the definition of redress is given to be: 1 to set right: remedy.  2 to make
up for; compensate:   b.  To remove the cause of (a grievance or complaint).  c.  To
exact reparation for ;  avenge.   Or archaic; to requite a person for a wrong or loss.

And again   redress is given to be: 1 a; relief from distress b; means or
possibility of seeking a remedy (without ~ ) 2: compensation for a wrong or loss:
reparation   3 a: an act of instance of redressing   b; RETRIBUTION,
CORRECTION.  

From the legal dictionary:   grievances is given to be:   one’s allegation that
something imposes an illegal obligation or burden, or denies some equitable or
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legal right, or causes injustice. 
Under 137 P.400, 402   an employee may be entitled by a collective

bargaining agreement to seek relief through a particular series of steps called a
grievance procedure.

So then we take these two definitions: and apply them to the standard set by
the US constitution in the first amendment: which is written,   “....or, the right of
the people peaceably to assemble, and to petition the government for a redress of
grievances”.

BECAUSE THE US CONSTITUTION, is a document dedicated to the
legal rights of all citizens in this nation.   WE KNOW, that this law of redress
in the first amendment is a legal right, and NOT a political one!   The entire
document is generated as our agreement as a nation with ourselves as a democracy
called we the people/ thereby as we are the rulers here.  This document sets out the
boundaries between employees (those hired to do the everyday work of
governing), and the owners called we the people.   Or more simply: we have
distinct rights provided to each and every citizen/ which our primary employees
are sworn to obey, and understand as, the restrictions placed upon their authority
over us.

By constitutional grant then, OUR RIGHT to redress (the remedies to our
distress/ the correction of what is wrong by legal examination and jury trial): is
held within these particular steps of procedure as outlined in the amendment itself. 
We are united as our own government, as this people:  rather than employees shall
rule over us.  But it is the law by which we rule ourselves, that makes this
possible: all parties remaining equal, through law.   President or homeless, the
same; in terms of life.  Because this constitutional redress gives us the right to
hold our employees accountable; by their oath, and our authority.  NO OTHER
RULE APPLIES/ NO JUDGE OR OFFICIAL is sovereign or immune;
because this is constitutional law.  This is our government to decide//////!

Therefore we must assemble ourselves peaceably.  There is no other, and no
greater method for doing this as a procedure in law: than the creation of a jury, and
subsequent juries to establish a legal right of ownership, “the common cause of the
people” in a state.  Then the assembling of all the people, in a nation:  by
additional juries voting on the same grievance, throughout the states.   Adding to
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the grievance so stated thereto, if they so desire:   for the purpose of identifying
what is indeed wrong/ that brings the majority (assembled by jury) to this purpose
called redress trial.  The injustice must be plain and simple:   CLEARLY, we the
people do sufficiently understand why we want “the truth, the whole truth, and
nothing but the truth” from our employees.  As would be created in trial of our
employees, the accounting of our reality: and what these have or have not done.

We now come to the legal meaning of “petition”:   it is “a formal written
request or prayer for a certain thing to be done” in and through a court of law. 
Which adds in: THERE SHALL be penalties for those who lie.

The lesser laws of procedure, that do NOT control constitutional law, but
are provided for their own influences over the court begin as 104 S.W.  1009,
1010.  As it regards the equity to which we are entitled as owners in this
complaint.  The formal complaint for judicial action established here is influenced
by 110 S.E.  2d  909, 911.  Altered because redress is formally pronounced
through the juries involved:   as “all of us”/ demanding trial, and relief from those
who have injured and caused great harm.

So then we have established so far:   that REDRESS trial is warranted, IF
THE JURY SO DEMANDS (by majority vote)/ under constitutional authority.  
This against our employees, or their rules, behaviors, decisions, and expectation of
authority over us.  A true accounting:  As IS created by the US  constitutional
law.  As is the first amendment USA;  and the fifth amendment of the IL
constitution. A guarantee to each and every citizen: the right to demand;
investigate: and, we shall know the truth! That this then calls for, steps to be
taken, is fair.   In accordance,  we the people, through the failure, theft, and threats
so apparent in this day: or I,  have assembled a legal petition, in this court: 
presentable to multiple juries.  Who shall:  Deciding on their own, if they do agree, 
as a majority representative of this people.  That  we MUST investigate and
examine the evidence against our employees who do act, in our stead, for the
purpose of OUR GOVERNMENT.  The decision:   is this the society WE PAID
FOR/ the nation we agreed to establish/ the justice we demanded/ the
RESPECT established by fair play and equal treatment:    OR NOT.  The
decision extended:   is this the future, to be expected/ will the children survive, or
not.   What we demand/ want/ or desire: is the authority of ownership/ it is not the
authority of employees: they are hired, to do a specific job?  As best we can/
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means to understand the truth: even if reality refuses, to fully acknowledge it, at
this time.  The foundation of law is truth: THAT MEANS, it is the truth that must
rule society, for liberty, freedom, and justice to be known. The truth of freedom is
accomplished by determining WHAT it is, that allows you to intervene in my life. 
Liberty is the expression of all of us/ NOT the rules of a few over us.  Justice is the
experience, that expresses an EQUAL punishment, OR opportunity;  on, or for us
all.  The understanding, in a perfect world/ we do not live: therefore knowledge
and wisdom are essential to peace and harmony.

We the people:   are the government/ therefore this petition to determine the
limits and boundaries of freedom as a society: removing those who demand they
rule us/  in favor of liberty.   Is established by jury vote, to determine if the
substance of a cause that reaches us, as a majority exists.  If so, then in each
judicial district: past the first, the state is assembled to determine if this petition 
goes further.  The question of redress is:   Honored and respected as we, the
owners of this nation;  called WE THE PEOPLE: when we understand our own
truth.  The essential element of democracy:   means Redress is their (jury)
decision/ not mine.

  But it is my legally guaranteed constitutional right to ask of them, by
jury:   DO YOU AGREE, THAT WE MUST INVESTIGATE, AND TAKE
CONTROL OVER OUR OWN GOVERNMENT, either state or nation. 
Establishing authority over our employees/ by their sworn oath, to protect/ defend/
obey/ and respect the constitution of this state, and this nation.  Defining freedom,
liberty, justice, and more, for ourselves!  Because we know, that the evidence shall
prove:   lies/ cheating/ stealing/ extreme threats/ failure/ foolishness/ the
assassination of every future life exists as a possibility:  and more abound.

 As a people, the constitution grants:  Who shall then enforce our will, and
our petition as citizens demanding this injustice or any CHANGE we demand, this
duty/ this honor/ and this respect for a nation: shall be done, under constitutional
law?  The answer is, the constitution grants to each and every citizen that he or she
may stand up for the nation, and bring their grievance to court: so that we the
people can then decide.

  It then becomes debenture within the court: by proving we own this state
and this nation/ WE, are the primary creditors, we are the holders of primary
securities:   16 N.E.  2d 352.   UPON THE COURT/ THE JUDICIARY; there is
then the right to protect ourselves/ limit borrowing by the employees who
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represent us; and all means necessary to protect OURSELVES, our possessions,
our future, our nation, our world, and these children.  In this legal matter! 
Because we are a democracy, and that means we rule ourselves, by the law we
create and enforce upon ourselves.  No rulers, allowed/ all are the same, every
life equal.  Its just a different job.  

These steps are completed, when the basic challenge of identifying what the
grievance is: as shall be listed, and/ or enlarged by those juries who shall have
their own say.  The purpose here is to determine whether an “official redress trial,
the jury chosen,  by lottery/ shall be called”: among those who say, I will fight for
this democracy.  The question:   to establish OUR/ MY PETITION as we the
people, demanding accountability and truth: among those employed/ by those 
WHO OWN THE RIGHT OF DEMOCRACY to decide:  within the court, as a
state or nation, we the people are the law, in redress: under constitutional rule. 

 What we decide,  the limits and boundaries of freedom ought to be.  What
we decide,  the true responsibilities of the police and judiciary are: in authority
over the people themselves?  Is our law.  This petition then  calls for an accounting
of the employees in government, and subsequently demands the truth by
investigation: as to what has happened, in our state and nation, to establish
redress:   or what will happen in our immediate, near, or long term future from
these failures/ as best we can. The reality being:   Because of what our employees
have or have not done.

This trial is about freedom, the elemental path of an

individual life, in this society.  This trial is about democracy (we

shall take the liberty to decide as owners here/ & not be subjected to

those who claim to be our rulers.  Rather we rule ourselves, by law we

create as a society/ NOT as rulers make for us).  This trial is about

justice, fair play, equality of treatment, fundamental

constitutional rights: and the foundations of democracy itself:  

thereby a single jury cannot establish its own interpretations over we

the people.  But must present the critical aspects of our lives, in this

petition as a society united: by the presentation of “jury rule”/  to the

people themselves.  

This jury CANNOT decide the fundamental limits and

boundaries of freedom for this whole democracy/ nor do they have

the authority to tell the employees of government what they can or
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cannot do.  HOWEVER AS REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES is

established, through the judicial districts vote among the people

themselves:   then WE THE PEOPLE, as the true owners of this

nation and this state assembled in legal DUE PROCESS,

conceived by the evidence, and determined by our own vote.  Does

establish REDRESS!  Not only can we do these things for

ourselves/ it is our duty and responsibility as owners here.  As a

democracy called WE THE PEOPLE/    NOT, what“them the rulers

over us, demand”.  But as we the people decide for ourselves!

   Therefore the primary remedy for this “stop sign case” is:   THE

DEMAND FOR LIMITS AND BOUNDARIES AS FREEDOM APPLIES

to us all. The assessment of penalties to each and everyone AS

DEMOCRACY ESTABLISHES IN JUSTICE AND FAIR PLAY: equal

or same regardless of position or money.  That becomes established by:

the assignment of redress, and consequent assembly of the people, in

determining WHERE TRUE AUTHORITY in freedom and liberty

EXISTS.  That all  may know, in  these matters of freedom and

democracy: what our own authority as owners shall define.  REDRESS:

ESTABLISHED, FOR DEMOCRACY IS:    for their own decision,

AS WE THE PEOPLE.  Therefrom creating DEMOCRACY by its own 

truth; becomes the opportunity for all who would desire to participate in

a true REDRESS TRIAL, shall have their chance.  As critical

participants, and real owners in this democracy:   the jury first

through a lottery drawing, before all the people.  Then all the people by

individual vote for themselves, as a nation to establish OUR OWN LAW. 

NOT a vote for someone to vote for me/ my own vote for the law itself.  

We will then,  determine what the limits and boundaries of

JUSTICE & FAIR PLAY are.  We the people will explain what

EQUAL treatment under the law shall be.   We will become the

OWNERS:  as defined by democracy,  in this state and/ or nation

as the truth found.  Democracy, BY WE THE PEOPLE.  Rather

than those who insist they can rule us instead.  We will prove, who the

employees are.

This petition lists these complaints, as a beginning of redress, either state
and or nation.  Or as any redress jury itself:   decides, to add thereto/ a grievance
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of the people, all the people, deserves to be heard.  A subsequent jury cannot take
away the originating cause of a petition, but it may add its own concerns by
majority vote; or deny it as a whole.

1.  the battleground between freedom (my right to choose/ and NOT be
interfered with as an individual. BEGINS WITH THIS DESCRIPTION:   When NO
THREAT exists/ NO risk to property or environment can be found/ and NO direct
interference with another is eminent, or substantially limits their own freedoms or
need be secured in their own right. THEN I HAVE A RIGHT, TO DECIDE FOR
MYSELF.   ESTABLISHED AS WELL IS: our definition of liberty:  the right of
the people to choose for themselves by informed and educated vote (that now
being possible through mass communications) BECOMES democracy in action. 
More simply we own this state and nation/ WE DECIDE for ourselves.    The
question:  To govern ourselves or to be governed by the few:    the reality of being
ruled, by those who simply decide that we must obey their “exact description of
behavior/ what I must or must not do, IN MINUTE DETAIL:   or be subject to
their punishment” as my or our ruler.  As is consistent with this the reality of
this ticket.   Is the penalty and interference in a life that clearly demonstrates
“no threat/ no risk/ no direct interference in any other life”,  consistent  with the
penalty or, BY THE DEFINITIONS OF freedom in THIS DEMOCRACY.  That
question permeates this trial , therefore redress is the demand.

2.  The foundation of fundamental rights, as have been guaranteed to me by the
constitution of both state and nation: AS IS FREEDOM/ AS IS DEMOCRACY
THROUGH THE VOTE OF WE THE PEOPLE.  Does have distinct rights, in a
courtroom of law.  However those rights, limits, and boundaries particularly on the
side of our employees who now believe they are rulers instead of employees:
MUST BE REDEFINED, for us all. The  consequence of substantial punishment
against me;  for an infraction of a rule,   DOES establish that cause/ as the
difference between a police state, and freedom itself. 

 Particularly in connection with this commonly done practice, throughout
the community, and county on a daily basis.  The determination of FAIR PLAY,
EQUITY OF PUNISHMENT, AND CRITICAL JUSTICE; as iden tified by
those incidents described.  Establishes a right to critically examine the truth of
what these rules/ these laws that assume superiority over WE THE PEOPLE, can
or do mean.  Democracy itself establishes OUR RIGHT to govern our employees,
and punish as necessary: by ruling ourselves through redress and constitutional
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law.  That right is hereby petitioned legally as the guarantee of both state and
nation constitutions:   called REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES.  To make the
employees reveal the truth about what our reality is, was, or shall be.  As best we
can.

 A constitutional law MEANS:   THESE EMPLOYEES OF(not, “as”)
GOVERNMENT, regardless who they are, which includes the US supreme
court:   CANNOT interfere!  Democracy is WE THE PEOPLE/ not them the
nine people, OR any other,  who demands to rule us all. 

Democracy IS WE,   THE PEOPLE:    OURSELVES!
  This is our law/ this is our democracy/ this is our right to vote for

ourselves and determine what we the owners demand.  This is my right to
assemble the people in legal position/ to take control of their government: IF
they so desire.   Therefrom establishing the choice called LIBERTY:  and
changing that government, OUR LAWS, or whatever it is that this democracy
itself, through the constitution and its base translation of rights and freedoms,
as a people:  therein allow. 

 As is consistent with,  the preamble of the US constitution itself:   the
duties and responsibilities we owe ourselves, AS A NATION:  are then these.

“We, the people of the United States, in order to form a more perfect
union, establish justice, insure domestic tranquillity, provide for the common
defense, promote the general welfare, and secure the blessings of liberty to
ourselves and our posterity, do ordain and establish this Constitution for the
United States of America”.

The constitution also speaks to the duties and responsibilities to us, THAT
WE REQUIRE of our employees: does follow in the constitution.   As the laws/
freedoms/ rights/ and liberties of the people, our employees MUST SWEAR TO
AFFIRM/ OBEY/ PROTECT/ RESPECT/ AND HONOR in their work, and their
lives.  TO DO FOR US, as we the people chose:  through this our agreement
between & for ourselves, to unite as:   “This nation, and this state SHALL be, in
democracy”.  Or face criminal prosecution for treason, if necessary.

3.  The fundamentals of policing and judicial behavior, then come directly into
view.  Particularly as the evidence presented in previous trials “James F. Osterbur
vs state or nation” demanding redress of grievances.

  As a foundation established:  for review, of our judicial/ legal realities
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by WE THE OWNERS of our democracy!  To determine if our employees
DO OBEY THE LAW, that we have imposed upon them by constitution and
oath!  Therein the critical restraint of law and evidence is to be examined/  and the 
proof of ownership that allows us to declare for ourselves: we are a democracy. 
Investigates   WHAT CAN OR CANNOT be done specifically here:  by the
police, the politician, or the judiciary/ according to our law.  We are “the judge”!

  This petition then  Falls distinctly within the parameters of REDRESS
OF GRIEVANCES, as defined by the people themselves/ not only those who
wrote and signed the documents founding this nation: but the people who accepted
these terms as our nation, our government over ourselves.   We begin the
investigation of practice and reality through the cases presented by James F.
Osterbur with regard to the judiciary/ but by no means are limited thereto.   The
cases of a police state (we are the law/ you are nothing): as have  presented
themselves in this area of the state:   as “highly suspicious” of police authority.
Therefore MUST be examined for proof of substance, the right, by any individual
claiming “police protection”/ as to the need for this violence; by those presenting
overwhelming force.  The further evidence of collusion, establishing corruption
and conspiracy to deny the rights and freedoms and protections clearly developed
under DUE PROCESS: must be met as honorable “judicial or police
discretion”.  Must be identified .  The failure to prove, necessary or as best you
could in defense of this society/ does conceive or establish at a minimum: 
circumstantial evidence of criminal intent, by the police, and by the investigating
committees involved: the judiciary itself.  Thereby penalties shall be involved. 
The minimum being: loss of job.

And in addition to these: The recent act of congress/ senate/ and the
president [S: 1867]:  in completely disavowing constitutional law, by subjecting
the people themselves to incarceration without representation or trial, AS DOES
REDUCE OUR NATION to a police state/ without the control of the people.  IS A
clear act of treason.   That MUST BE MET with constitutional authority,
amendments 4,5, 6, and 7.    The reality of ownership called DEMOCRACY,
enforced..  That “LAW OF THE RULER”/ against us all, threatens me directly
too.  As they have gave themselves the authority to destroy constitutional
amendments; and claim to be RULERS (they decide, justice/ law/ due process/
liberty/ freedom/ respect/ fair play/ equality/ ETC:   does not matter.  Instead of
the constitution.)    Rulers over me/ and you,  instead of democracy and legitimate
law.  THAT IS ILLEGAL, THAT IS OUTRIGHT REBELLION,  AND
WITHOUT MERIT.
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These are the fundamentals, of this trial/ above: the trial called “the people
versus James F. Osterbur.”

The fundamental definitions of threat: ADDED IN/ as established in this
petition by James F. Osterbur regarding REDRESS OF GRIEVANCES
ITSELF; for the nation.        Shall also include;  Because these threaten us all:  

THE LIST:   DID YOU KNOW?  Do you care?
1.  That when antibiotics fail, surgery fails too/ as well as treatment for countless
diseases?  The only real difference between today and hundreds or thousands of
years ago: is surgery is possible, because the infections have been controlled. 
Without infectious controls, there are no surgeries because the risk of death
becomes high. Without infection control, even without surgery, countless millions
of  people will die.  In other words it is the antibiotic as primary participant, and
not “medicine” that has produced the healthcare we know today.

The tragedy of cost/ the reality of extortion/ and the denial of care, are all
attributed too: those in powerful positions, who have refused to educate “new
doctors (no more, new graduates:  than in 1960)”.  Thereby intentionally keeping
costs high, and securities for this people very low.  So as to secure a monopoly
over us.  It is treason, a traitorous act against the people of this nation/ by those in
CONTROL over medical education.

2.  Did you know, that antibiotics are feed everyday in livestock feeds (by the
million ton)/ because without antibiotics to contain disease, there is no
confinement agriculture.  Therefrom we KNOW, that when antibiotics fail, the
entire “factory farm system/ confinement agriculture” fails with it.  The creatures
will quickly die/ and there is absolutely NO secondary system upon which we can
turn;   the small farmer was put out of business.  You cannot wait for the livestock
lost to rebuild their populations if any survive/ because we are 7 billion people:   
YOU WILL go hungry!   Best guess: basic antibiotics will be through by 2014/
can’t use it in feed anymore.  Won’t cure disease in livestock or people,  anymore.

3.  Did you know that antiseptics, various poisons, genetic mutilation, and more;  
cause a biological tragedy in much of the microscopic world, the bacterial germ
and virus environment.  As well as the creatures which consume the dead, and take
care of our waste.  Alterations in these environments can easily become pandemic/
leaving us without defenses or immunity, because they have been mutated/ their
own chain of life destroyed:  do to men.  What will you do then/ recognizing the
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truth, that our own bodies require some of these bacteria to survive.  We are not “a
single human being”/ RATHER we are a living structure of multiple biological
organisms which do live in harmony inside to create the living factory that gives
us time.

4.  Did you know, that the factory ship is required to stay out on the ocean until the
entire ship is filled with fish, millions!  That means, when they find a school of
fish/ these ships stay on top of that school until every last fish is taken on board
(so they can go home).  That means this colony, has been removed from the sea,
and every predator fish that depended upon that colony will now die too.  That
means literally in ocean terms, they are turning the sea into a lifeless desert, and
the tonnage caught, the species that have been lost, the pollution, environmental
damage,  the fuel consumed by ships all indicate the sea itself shall soon be empty;
because of what men choose to do.  The sea feeds about one in six humans/ its
not a game.  The propaganda machines lie to you/ it is worse than you think,
or they say.  TIME is running out.  The final sanctuary for the sea is now open
to fishing/ the arctic and antarctic now far more open than ever before:  now,
NOWHERE TO HIDE.  The coastlines are being destroyed/ the ocean floor is
being contaminated ( millions of gallons of oil lost every year in the sea):
everything required for life in the sea, including the incubators of life/ the
coral/ absolutely everything DEVASTATED because of human consequences. 
ENORMOUS amounts of highly destructive chemicals dumped in the lakes and
rivers/ every type of aquatic environment threatened, or destroyed; along with the
creatures who live there.  No second chances, past the point of no return. Species
becoming extinct, just because of money.  Millions of tons thrown away/ gill nets
to drown millions more; poisons/ plastics/ everything else to let them swallow
death.  And for what?  HOW MUCH is thrown away!  You are going to starve,
because that is what you chose.

5.  Did you know, that based upon population counts across this world, we are
growing at roughly 2 million more mouths to feed/ including deaths: each week! 
As they grow, each one needs more.  We are already standing roughly one
person per green acre of earth; and that green acre has to provide for every life
on the planet, including animals, birds, insects, and you. 7 billion people, each
standing on a square 3 feet by 3 feet= 27billion square feet “reach out your hand/
and touch someone”.  27,000,000,000 divided by 43560 feet per acre= 619,834
acres of solid humanity.  In a single living human line 3 feet apart 7 billion people
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reach 21,000,000,000 feet divided by the circumference of this earth at the
equator 24,900 miles times 5280 feet= 131,473,279 feet.   21 billion feet of people,
each  spaced 3 feet apart at the equator =   205 trips around the equator in an
unbroken line.  We will soon be at each other’s throat, with all weapons of
mass destruction.  FIGHTING for food/ water/ resources/ money/ and
survival:   because all of these things, have been tragically and deliberately
sacrificed so the DAMNED FEW, could have anything they could dream of.  
ITS CALLED THE WORSHIP OF MONEY/ THE WANT TO PLAY G OD/
AND THE DEATH OF A PLANET, because the rest didn’t care enough to
stop them.   Shame on you all.  We stand at the edge of extinction, “because
YOU WANT/ to hell with life: GIVE ME EVERYTHING”.   Failures and
fools:  Without the sense of an ant.  To which the university says, “we are gods”! 
Yet the proof is: you chose death for a planet/ and led the people to their terror, the
edge of extinction:   therefore yes you are gods, OF HELL.    PROVE YOU WILL
SURVIVE.  Prove your experiments, trophies, and toys are less than death for this
planet.

6.   Did you know our pollinators are dying; those creatures responsible for
creating flowers, establishing fruit and vegetables: the insects, bats, birds, and
various other partners in creating natures abundance for us. Including larger
mammals and others who drop seeds as well.  Without them there is no flowers,
fruit, or vegetables for a world.  Without the insects there are very birds left, few
reptiles or amphibians, nothing that depends on these, and so on.  The biggest
contributors to death are: the new insecticides which promise no insects left in
your yard/  the newer crop varieties that promise an insecticide genetically
mutated into the plant, to kill insects.  The various poisons and genetic
alterations which if not directly responsible, are indirectly responsible by
altering molds, germs, diseases, foods, and other factors which these creatures
need.  “Not all about us”/ because without food, we are dead; therefore their
needs; their “chains of life”, are our needs/ their death is our death.  Sterilizing
seed as is done in every production company for food seeds and more: so they can
control the next generation/ is death to every other method of seed distribution or
reproduction for nature.

7.  Did you know, that only one inch of rain in every 50 inches of rainfall
actually reaches the aquifers ; just one inch of recharge in over a year, over
most of the world.  Do you really believe they are not being drained; when
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trillions of gallons are poisoned each year/ trillions of gallons are pumped into old
oil fields to produce the last remnants  oil and natural gas/ trillions of toxic waste
is pumped into area’s close to aquifers and can explode out of containment at any
time destroying that aquifer forever (or an earthquake, releasing it).  Trillions of
gallons lost to ethanol production (this now replaces 15% of your gasoline in the
USA, plus the gallons lost in production, including irrigation/ plus the oxygen
lost in those fires: GO FIND OUT, just how much that is)/ trillions lost to the
production of poisons.  Or garbage dumps built right on top of the aquifers.  Did
you know trillions of gallons of water have been lost from the upper great lakes? 
Lost because men have opened a shipping channel around Niagra falls that did not
use to be there: “OPENING THE DRAIN”/ and letting all the water disappear by
not properly supervising the area. See how small/ what a little thing can do!. 
Did you know that under one of the great lakes there is a monster cavern men have
excavated: less than one thousand feet from the water/ and if a hole opens, which
it  absolutely will, most of the great lakes above it will disappear for years, if not
forever.

Did you know that the Ogahalla aquifer is nearly empty: the dust bowl
returns soon.  Displacing all those people: no water left/ lost to ethanol
production and absolute stupidity.  Did you know that aquifers that dry up
commonly collapse and then cannot be used ever again.  Did you know that water
on top of this earth cannot truly be pumped down into the aquifer because it is
contaminated: MUST be cleaned first.

8.  Did you know, that according to fuel consumption statistics we burn enough
fuels as a world to consume more than all the oxygen this planet produces. 
We know how much fuel we burn, because we sell it.  We know how many forests
burn, etc/ and how much oxygen each of these fires consume.  Based entirely upon
this projection of volume necessary to burn these fires; the first 200 feet or so of
atmosphere is required, and all the oxygen in it.  And neither you, or any animal
has yet to have a breath of oxygen for yourself. The ending here is not a guess/ it’s
a mathematical certainty.  THE REALITY we face is:   either abandon the majority
of your fuel consumption/ and protect the oxygen producers, OR you will be
VERY SORRY.  Beyond your comprehension today.

9.  Did you know, that an experiment “for space travel” was done in the desert
some years back; a greenhouse sealed over 3 acres (I believe) all kinds of plants, a
water fall, “everything it needed and more”/ with 5 people who were suppose to
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live in it for years.  They broke out in months, because the oxygen content had
dropped too low.  Or that considerable oxygen supplies come from the ocean: and
that  base food supply of nearly all life in the ocean, and our oxygen:   was being
taken for livestock and pet feed.  A two part devastation: no food for the sea/ no
oxygen for ourselves.

10.  Did you know the ocean contains a million square mile garbage dump
filled with plastics/ or that thousands of miles of ocean shore is dead because
of agriculture and city pollution/ or the various incubators of ocean life have
been devastated across this world.  Or every year, major releases of oil are
lost into the seas.  Important to you, because without this food, a billion people
will go hungry.   Did you know:  The food distribution network around the entire
ocean is stopping;   the ocean currents created by cold and warm waters/ soon that
life will be lost: “can’t find its way”.  These currents also keep the European
communities warmer than otherwise.  They are Dying, because of global warming:
a fact that cannot be denied because the proven:  GLACIAL ICE lost, is
absolutely clear.  Don’t care?  Consider this, that ice cools your drink does it not/
until all the ice is gone.  Same is true for the planet, as we look forward 130
degree plus summer days will come in places no one ever dreamed it could
happen.  Got air-conditioning?  This too is a major part of the problem adding
tremendous amounts of heat, and consuming great volumes of oxygen, just so
you can pretend to be “gods” (don’t have to obey the rules of nature, energy, life,
or environment:  I will do whatever I want).  

11.  Did you know the foundation of every life, and every food source across
this world, was a toy for genetic engineers to play with.  Did you know, your
scientists are literally trying to create “fish people/ bird people/ insect people/
animal crossovers/ etc, etc, etc.  Did you know, your genetic scientists are
deliberately trying to destroy genetic disciplines;   believing they will then learn
how to be gods themselves?  Did you know, every donation you make to some
type of “medical miracle” ends in these hands; it will not to make you well, “to
play with nature with the intent to be gods/ gee, what could go wrong”?  You,
are then an accomplice.   Did you know that genetic structure is not a toy/ that
once nature loses its discipline, it no longer differentiates species, it no longer
balances the body, or creates a body specialized in any way.  Which then means,
all genetic manipulation is the crucifixion of life on earth That reality will
actually evolve then into an ooze/ slime; because without discipline that is the best
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it can do.  That means you too, as the discipline necessary to hold your body
together ends.  Arms will literally fall off, heart falls into your stomach,  a head or
an arm of a foot or anything; can literally grow anywhere, at any time:  because
the discipline, balance and order required to place it into a dedicated species/
creating a specifically designed body:  has been removed.  Think! It may be the
last time you will ever get to try.  Not a game, life or death for a world.  It is
“Armageddon;  nature in chaos”.

12.  Did you know, that fusion is the burning of atomic bonds/ therefore fusion
brought onto this earth is like throwing a match into a lake of gasoline;  
except fusion will never go out/ because this earth and everything on it is
made out of atomic fuel.  We cannot put it out/ it will destroy us.  The national
ignition facility has a machine capable of creating fusion today.  That means at any
time, on any day, our lives can be over.  Not a game/ life or death for a world.  It is
“the biblical, lake of fire” consuming the world, just like the sun.  Starting as the
biblical pillar of fire/ and predicted to end by the book of Daniel 1290 days after it
first begins real experimentation.

13.  Did you know, that CERN a particle collider in Europe is prepared to create a
“wormhole in space”.  By accelerating a mass out of its atomic environment (by
pulses of exploding proton debris)/ into sufficient speeds to escape the action/
reaction environment;   it will pull the electrons cern has intentionally
destabilized into a cone shape that is still attached to this world.  The simple
explanation is: “the essential element will be a chainsaw like effect” on the
atomic environment over which it must pass; fundamentally upsetting the balance
and altering the compositions of our atomic existence.  It is an extreme risk,
without the slightest possibility of reward.  Or more simply as they say of
themselves:   WE ARE going to create “the big bang” here on earth/ the single
most destructive event in the history of the universe.  What could go wrong?   This
too, could be the abomination described in the book of Daniel, that is not for me to
say/ but it easily can become a planet exploding, this planet reduced to dust, as we
clearly do know from the big bang itself.  “Something weakened the structure of
that mass”/ so that it would all explode together as one “big bang”.   They have
focused the power of 2 or 3 nuclear power plants into one needle like protrusion/
to cause a single “train wreck” by directing two lines of energy going into the
opposite direction into each other at speeds:  as near to the speed of light as is
possible.  They could not be bigger fools!
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14.   Did you know that one trillion dollars is equal to 50 million workers times
$20,000.00 dollars per each one.  The economic stimulus plan has already spent 3
trillion dollars/ which equals $60,000.00 dollars of numbers, per each of 50
million workers:  put into the hands of banks; which multiply that money by
10, or perhaps more today.  Therefrom we understand: those people with access
to lending, NOW HAVE 600,000.00 six hundred thousand dollars in “free
money”/ per each of 50 million workers:  to use against you, in buying every
foreclosure, every bankruptcy, anything they want.  Can you compete?  No,
you cannot.  This is an economic give away to the very rich/ who will get
richer, and steal an entire nation within the next two years.  Did you know,
plans are to spend 12 trillion dollars by 2012; they tell you only what the federal
government spends (if you believe that)/ but fail to describe just how much
inflation the federal reserve will be putting out by buying “bad debts from
banks/ giving money to foreign nations”/ so the banks can then confiscate the
foreclosed property with your money.     “Free money”: Given to banks, multiplied
by 10, then invested in the stock market on margin which can be at least 50 times
more.  Lets assume that equals 2.4 million dollars in new money to the few who
will be allowed to borrow it PER EACH AND EVERY WORKER, in this USA. 
Can you compete with someone who has been given 2.4 million dollars to spend,
“free money”.  Did you not get the debts, as a nation:   who does not expect you to
pay, “YOUR DEBT”?   But alas:  if it cannot be paid/ then it is just inflation
isn’t it!  In america where they added sixty thousand numbers of debt, to every
single worker (assuming 50 million full time); ; MORE than the average yearly
wage of an american worker: YOU HAVE LOST over half the value of the money
you hold already.  Because there is twice as many numbers called dollars as
there were last year.  Debt is just a lie, used to swindle you; it is a thief used to
steal an entire nation.    Only “a few rich” benefit/ everyone else, is left with,
nothing but a gun.  Is that not civil war, in just two years?  The beginning of hell,
because it can spread across this world: many nations are the same, and food will
become scarce soon, who farms a battlefield?
.
15.  Did you know our resources as a world are nearly gone; ransacked and
ruined/ thrown in the garbage for the sake of “a job”/ for MONEY.   Yet we
cannot live without resources.  Simple as that.   Did you know, that without the
newest discovery of potash on the ocean floor; recently there have been others. 
But the end result is:   we soon  be out of one of the three fertilizers that made
food production bountiful?   What will you do, when that, or any other critical
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resource is gone? 

16.  Did you know: global warming/ ecological chains of life are disappearing/
environmental disasters are being created/ oceans are rising/ deserts are
increasing/ the ozone is disappearing for real/ species are becoming extinct/
terrorists are mulitiplying (people without hope, assume “you killed me/ so I kill
you): etc.  Not to discount contaminated water, sewer diseases, genocide, etc.  Not
to forget, you cut down trees creating enough board feet to reach the moon, and
back “several times each year” if I remember correctly.  Its more every year/
completely unsustainable; IS completely insane.   From a world at the brink of
collapse, because you chose not respect anything.  You chose not to build A
FUTURE.  You chose not to care, for a single child.  You chose only money first,
because your want is that insane, and defiant of truth!

17.  Did you know, that a mere 25 nuclear weapons detonated around the
world are expected to be enough to kill life on  this earth/ there are more than
ten thousand, and that is just what you’re told, “in a world full of liars” .  Did you
know, the biological weapons of mass destruction are expected to kill over
98% of humanity, these are specifically genetically altered/ mutilated to avoid
all human immunity.  One broken vial, and no humans left/ because the dead
bodies alone, will finish the last.  As was true in India, the chemicals which
surround you, can easily take your lives away.  Yet the propaganda machines and
political leaders have led you to “Call these weapons, your saviors”, called your
protectors; so you don’t rise up against the INSANE. And you are so gullible,  you
believe in fools, failures, and devils.  SHAME ON YOU.

18.  Did you know, that at www.justtalking2.info there is a US supreme court case
docketed as 08-1339 & www.justtalking3.info 11-100:  demanding a first
amendment redress of grievances trial.  The primary question presented to the
court, a very simple:   WILL YOU OBEY THE LAW?   Because the law says:
we the people have rights, and this is accountability in government.  In uniform
conspiracy, your leaders chose to abandon the law/ and choose instead to stand
against the law; accepting the penalty of impeachment, and the accusation of
traitor & treason instead of the law.  A clerk of the court sent “dismissed”/ which
is criminal fraud; as only a judge can dismiss a legally docketed case.  Your
supreme court defied you.  Your supreme court chose against, and conspired to
steal and murder your rights under the fourteenth amendment FOR DUE
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PROCESS, UNDER LAW.  Your president, and attorney general/ even the
governor of IL; said nothing, and were litigants.  Nor did your journalists, or
media; defend or honor or protect you: instead,  “Quiet as a mouse”/ even though
they were, sent information, and made aware because what becomes a docketed
case in the US supreme court, is accessible by the media/ and they do keep track of
all cases that become docketed.  Your media/ nor your leaders:  fight for
democracy.

Did you know that federal debt as is reported in the media is just the
federal deficit: and it does not include state debt/ or personal debt/ or
business debt/ or financial debt/ or agricultural debt/ or all the bonds issued. 
Did you know the www.federalreserve.gov  Flow of funds site used to report the
accounting record.  Their figures stated we as a nation would have crossed the line
of 100 trillion dollars of debt/ by the end of 2007, but not to worry their claim was
“we have 120 trillion dollars in assets”.  But divide it by 300 million people, and
that equals $400,000.00 in the bank per every man, woman, and child/ every
citizen in the nation, divided equally.  You got yours?  They removed the site
when I reported, to many media outlets: these employees moved 3 trillion dollars
from the debt column to the asset column in one week.  A change that would have
been of interest to the public/ but not one peep out of media; and the site took
away all such information.  You are led by liars. You are protected by thieves:
“they care about the money more than you, or this nation”.  They cheat you
with inflation for them, so they can claim more/ while you get the debt, so you
can have nothing.
The US supreme court says, “unimportant”.  The leadership says, “debt don’t
matter”/ UNLESS its yours.  The judiciary obviously corrupt and in collusion with
those who represent power, NOT justice.

Without change, we are dead.  Adding to this list is simply unnecessary; if you
cannot find your heart/ you simply don’t care.  If you think, “your leaders will
save you”/ YOUR WRONG.  They will let you die, have made literal decisions to
let you die/ have taken all the value out of your money, stealing it for themselves/
robbed every resource/ mutilated every life form/ ransacked and raped the water,
the oxygen, environment, and everything else destroying the future for all life.  
Throughout the years, as I have been making leaders aware for decades now:
THEY KNOW (including religion, primarily christian/ few addresses are available
as to the others).  By all realistic means possible to me, as the spirit inside of me
allowed.  Although I could have spent more, it is unrealistic, when the general
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public I literally talked too, from all walks of life:  cannot find their voice/ but
hide in their want instead; assuming “the leaders and the university;  know what
they’re  doing”.  But they don’t.

Evolution is just a religion promoted through your government/ they
infiltrated everything; and its just a theory; their evidence nothing more than
a guess or a sham.  But you believe because its “the university”.   The university
says:   a genetic code so elaborate it not only builds a body, creates the utilities
necessary for that body, adds a mind, creates bones and joints and valves and
blood and services to support, and gives the fundamental knowledge to exist at
the beginning (such as breathe/ heart beat); hang the heart and organs in place,
knit it all together, give us movement and senses and love:   and much more.  Is
an accident/ they say “microbes without a mind, built you”/ yet the entire body
represents clear and sustainable thought. And you believe, SHAME ON YOU. 

 They tell you “Noah’s flood” did not exist/ yet the evidence is absolutely
clear:   the only possible way the coal and oil reserves (buried plants and
animal carcasses) at depths ranging down to thousands of feet/ all buried at
once.  Could exist, is if a massive flood changed the face of this earth.  Your
university has been made aware/ and they refuse blatant undeniable truth. YOUR
university built the decisions which we now face/ they propagated every facet of a
courtroom in shame/ a government of liars, a business and industry without
respect/ a pollution and weapons and mutilation to end life.  They even changed
public education to deny children the right to be prepared for life, educating them
on financial concerns, health, and anything else of value; choosing to make
puppets and fear and want instead;   creating a failed state, with only them as
“valued”.  And the rest as slaves.  Shame on you for worshiping them/ they are
not gods; the tiny bits done to benefit you are like a candle to the sun, for what has
been done to destroy you.  WAKE UP OR DIE.   “Not hate for university/ but a
return to honesty, truth, and reality.  NO MORE DAM N FANTASY or LIES
or GAMES”!        Life first, NOT arrogance, idiocy, stupidity, or ideology
(worshiping images).  Shame on you.

Your university tells you; the sun burns from the core out/ they say fusion is
“held together by gravity and pressures that cannot be sustained on earth”;
therefore the fusion they will create will simply go out.  BUT WHAT IF THEY
ARE WRONG?  The answer is you die, because the machine at NIF can create
fusion/ but it cannot put it out.  All dead, for nothing. SHAME ON YOU.  Your
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university, media, and leadership refuse the clear evidence that they are
indeed wrong.  That evidence being an exploding star is said to expand first, and
increase in heat output prior to explosion.  We know, that nothing else:   but what
exists within that sphere is involved; and that means clearly the internal mass is
expanding/ and it cannot expand, if in fact the internal mass was literally burning
from the core out. [there would be nothing to make hotter/ there would be
nothing to add fuel to the fire].  Clearly fusion burns at the surface/ and do to the
thermal effects of heat, that fire is raised away from the surface (like a candle
flame is raised from the candle) which keeps the inner mass from complete
annihilation.  Instead of pressure sucking fusion fire down/ thermal laws raise
the fire up, enclosed as a sphere, the only direction heat can go:  is away from the
mass.  Making the surface at the sun itself:  if not balanced, a negative pressure as
mass is sucked away from the sphere, and into the fire. Added to that, we have a
historical record of thousands of years of humanity, and nothing indicates the level
of heat has changed dramatically from the sun.  IF EVERYTHING was on fire ,
as in the assertion the fire extends from the core:   then the consumption of
everything at once, WOULD DEMAND a change in the size of the sun because of
that consumption.  In other words, less heat than thousands of years ago.  Fusion is
burning atomic bonds/ and everything here is fuel.

19. Did you know: that for thousands of years if not more, the excess oxygen this
planet creates ends up as ozone (has to go somewhere)/ protecting us from
radiation.  When the ozone layer disappears, it means that every ounce of oxygen
surplus for this planet has been used up; by your fires.  How long before you
cannot breathe?  How long before endless skin cancers take over life?  Answer the
question. How long before radiation poisoning changes the plants, and every life
on earth?

20.  Did you know, that the production of oxygen is limited by the creation of
green leaves in a designated area/ trees becoming the most prolific because it is the
highest density of green per square foot.  You are destroying them all!  What will
you breathe?  Did you know the ocean has creatures that create oxygen/ now being
harvested for “pet foods, or other.”  Ending that supply. A large portion of
microscopic life originates under ice.

21.  Did you know that Yellowstone super-volcano clearly demonstrates the
possibility of an eruption soon/ as does the Krakatau super-volcano.  These are the
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cause of glacial formations/ because they can and do make the earth cold/ by ash
clouds and chemicals blocking the sun..  Which means immense change, and
billions of people lost.  THERE IS something that can be done: simply bore
down and let the gases escape, or be collected into storage above.  That ends
the violence of an eruption.  It becomes like the Hawaiian volcano’s.  The threat
of a major tsunami remains on an island that faces the eastern United States shore:
estimated at over one hundred feet tall, if it releases: how should that not be dealt
with, by the movement of dirt and rock to establish it cannot happen any more?

22.  Did you know, that the dumping of so much water, as melted ice; by
humanity changing the climate.  Into the oceans HAS CHANGED the balance of
weight therein adding billions of tons, or more to the ocean floor;   which then
caused the Japanese tsunami, because the shifting of tectonic plates, due to that
weight.  There are consequences. Such as, a restructuring of the balance between
the molten core of this planet and the weight that sits on top of it: ending in
volcano’s and earthquakes in new places or resurrecting old volcano’s.   Don’t
believe it’s a human effect:   search for yourself how much fuel is burned
(EQUALS HEAT RELEASED)/ forest fires, etc.  Then calculate the BTU’S and
understand just how much heat YOU CAUSE for this planet.  How that heat
affects not only climate, BUT DROUGHT.  GLACIAL MELT, CHANGES THE
JET STREAM ABOVE, which changes the path of rain.  The immense release of
heat generated by air-conditioning in major cities, also contribute to changing rain
patterns.

23.  Understand this, when they tell you: that everything is OK because they
pumped the problem toxins into the earth or they are under the water table by
“this far”.  MEASURE IT OUT, right here on the surface.  Take a tape measure
and see, just how far you are, from catastrophe/ an earthquake changes many
things, not to mention fissures and cracks and so on/ which let those toxins
migrate anywhere they can.  As is being realized in Pennsylvania, Wyoming, and
Ohio today in small measure:   fracking destroys the sediment seals/ breaks open
fissures for gas to escape, and uses untold billions of gallons in fresh water to do
their deeds (all gone/ or destroyed) means: THOSE PEOPLE CANNOT LIVE
HERE ANYMORE. [you got room, for a few million people who lost their
home?]  As is becoming apparent in Youngstown Ohio:   when the people drilling
a waste hole do not go deep enough but pump into an area which causes a
hydraulic action to occur/ over time that begins to lift the earth, and pressurized
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the toxins: so they escape in plumes of death right into the aquifers. 

24.  Every living thing, is dependent upon some form of food, or water/ some
aspect of housing or safety or secondary assistance (must eat something) if a fire
comes, or other.  Think about that as the rate of extinction in all life greatly
increases, plants/ insects/ animals/ fish/ aquatics/ birds/ reptiles/ fish/ and all the
rest.  Or more simply, WHEN ONE CRITICAL NEED, cannot be filled to sustain
a life:  all such life die? Everything that depended upon them dies too. Same for
you, understand this: can’t get an antibiotic/ oh well, you die!  Can’t find food or
water or oxygen: oh well/ you die. Because your universities/ industry/ etc:  are
mutilating and killing everything in sight, and even hidden from sight.  How is
that not INSANE?  Every critical link/ every important chain or critical
resource: ABSOLUTELY EVERYTHING THE FUTURE NEEDS, is in crisis. 
Your leaders, your university “gods” threw it all away: so they could play their
games, and not do any real work, or make any real plans for life; other than how
best to reduce us to slavery.  Failing to note:   when we die/ they are next.

25.  Then we have the new nano-technology: the making of biological “man-
made virus” that can replicate itself within any biological creation.  So small
they can plug up enormous amounts of biological functions.  Some capable of
“machine like movements”: and thereby able to become a pandemic of their own/
given enough time.

26.  Your university religion/ its images/ and your gods: ARE Mutilating your
food, destroying your own water and oxygen supplies, making biological weapons
that are “guaranteed to kill at least 98%, of ALL humanity”.  Killing everything
you touch AS IS NATURE/ destroying every resource, just to throw it in the
garbage.  And so damn much more either you are critically INSANE as well/   OR
you just don’t give a damn/  you have become satan himself. Because you are
willing to let them kill an entire planet, without saying a word in LIFE’S
DEFENSE.        Take your pick, dead or alive!   Can’t have both:   DUMBASS.

CHANGE AND DO BETTER,    OR DIE!  IT’S A CHOICE, YOU ARE
LITERALLY MAKING TODAY.   YOU make that choice/ YOU are the solution
for change/ YOU are the difference between life or death for a planet:     SO GET
OFF YOUR ASS, and do something LEGAL!  Tell the others, so they can help
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you.  Shut off the electricity to your death machines/ & stop the crucifixion of life
by taking away their tools as a start.

 The fundamentals of REDRESS trial that exist, include the right:  to
establish CHANGE IN GOVERNMENT/ by we the people ourselves.   This is
then established for discussion as a nation, through the democracy enhanced by
the preamble of the US constitution  at its heart:   which is REDRESS.   Gives us
all the right to expand  “OUR DECISION”, FOR OURSELVES, these children,
this world,  AND OUR NATION.  As including these decisions.  Therefore the
right of democracy enforced:   Shall Further include: 

1.   That medical expenses shall be limited to, a percentage of income or asset as
will be defined: thereby fair to all/ because life is the same to each one.  The
number is irrelevant/ every life being equal.  That would also include a small
payment for the maintenance of buildings and equipment as a tax upon us all.  But
no more.  Then a percentage of income, or work; as would be appropriate to the
medical work done.  There will be by vote: what is “too much”/ you have to leave
now. Or survive on your own.

2.  Establishes that we the people can rule ourselves by the laws we create:  for
governing ourselves.  We can and will enforce these laws/ by understanding and
teaching each one to ourselves. That means a distinct limit to laws or rules, of
about 100.  That means every law, “shall be short, expressive and to the point” as
are the amendments of the constitution; so that none can mistake them. 
Throwing out all other law, we will recreate our future.  We can rule ourselves,
and change our relationship as society to each other/ by demanding “limited
capitalism”:   the truth, that we all deserve an equal opportunity, and a fair
share in the rewards life can offer.

3.  The fantasy and delusion that weapons of mass destruction are in any way “our
saviors” MUST END.  Replaced with world law, and world policing that then
enforces our will as humanity itself on this earth:   ON THE LEADERS,
WHO FAIL US.  The weapons then removed, and the reality of peace established.

You will:   let a “world court” decide what to do with the prisoners at
Guantanamo: and surrender that property to the world as its own prison for
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leaders, terrorists, and court.

4.  The elemental energy plan of every nation, is simply: RE-INSULATE
EVERYTHING (demand efficiency is established), at levels three times greater
than current standards:   so that not only resources/ oxygen/ pollution/
environment/ life/ global warming/ and water will benefit.  But the future as well. 
These are primary immediate jobs for you/ with rationing applied to anyone who
“uses too much” as an individual, or group of individuals.  We all share, including
the future/ period.

5.  The currency SHALL be accounted for, AS REALITY/ the lies removed/
the stealing returned/ the cheating and counterfeiting abandoned and punished:  
and the money supply RE-ESTABLISHED using only “so many numbers” per
citizen, as a nation.  NO MORE CREDIT internationally, thereby a new
international currency only;   based upon gold or silver, as a standard established
per the numbers, called money.  Same for all.

6.  Social security shall be limited to a percentage of the GDP/ as a nation:
chosen and enforced by the vote of the people themselves.  Those entitled to
social security shall then vote among themselves how they shall indeed divide that
number among themselves: for all costs/ including medicare.  That is all you get/
because that is all there is.  No more games.

7.  All welfare abandoned:   replaced with an actual job, at a base living wage
established as enough, “to live within a realistic expectation of the rest”/  not rich,
but not poverty either. We are all OWED, our share of the work, and the rights
to provide for ourselves.  No exceptions.

8.  The need for education is established by what LIFE NEEDS TO KNOW/
that peace, harmony, survival, happiness, respect, romance, freedom, liberty,
nature, environment, entertainment, and every other form of society at work and
play for the sake of critical understanding.  Must be learned.  NOT the damned
flushing children down a sewer/ as is today.  But life, the reality of our truth, our
needs, and our future established by wisdom, NOT greed, pride, want, or power.

No more “higher education” gets to claim and enforce anything it wants. 
RATHER, they will collect a percentage of the income a student receives critically
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due to the work, you helped them create for themselves.  If you fail them/ or the
job promised fails them: they owe you nothing.  This is:   produce a benefit for life
that is real, and substantial/ or don’t get paid.

9.  The religion called evolution (nothing but a “witch doctor”  theory, that cannot
be proven.)/ SHALL be removed from all government associations, educational
venues, or privilege.  It is illegal, it is blind and beyond stupid, it is the door
through which the mutilation of all genetic life as is NATURE ITSELF, was
opened.  It is then:   an act of treason against the world.  Prove the evidence is
wrong!

10.  The news media SHALL, be broken up into independent news/ without a
deliberate financial connection between them: each limited to an area/ each
independent and governed by what they did or did not do, to protect, honor,
respect, or create happiness for this society.  Each governed by the reality of
what they can examine/ investigate/ define/ and create for society itself.  If not as a
platform for new ideas, or opportunities to discuss and compromise as is wise.   As
deliberate protection for the nation, through the defense of the constitution, our
justice and society at fair play, or other notable issues: that do not rely upon
entertainment or fears.  We the people shall pay, for the stories that support our
lives and our world HONESTLY: by tax.  Determined by popular vote among the
people for the stories presented that did or did not do:   what “the free press” was
meant for.

11.  All banking shall be broken up to become strictly independent banking and
investment: NO large banks or other/ can or will be allowed to combine.  No
stock market allowed, unless it is true to the purpose and reality of actually
helping business in this nation grow and do well. NO MORE CASINO, using
business and industry as a toy, to be played with.  But in no circumstance can
monopolies continue/ as is such businesses as microsoft, and walmart/ and more. 
No large agricultural businesses, etc: rather a return to freedom for the people
themselves to choose their work, and establish their own life.
 Because their opportunity is not controlled by a tiny few, in powerful positions.

12.    All funding of government, SHALL BE:   restructured around a vote by the
people themselves:   choosing instead a percentage of the taxation collected
shall go to “each specific purpose or decision of government”/ and only that. 
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Thereby we decide for ourselves, where our money shall go/ with critical
accounting done on a monthly basis and established online.  We will choose  to
limit the military ourselves.  We will choose the war/ and when to come home
ourselves, etc.  Or more simply: the power of governing SHALL BE RETURNED
TO THE PEOPLE THEMSELVES/ as much as is realistically possible.  By fully
understanding:   once the critical decisions are made/ only little decisions are
left, to those we employ to do this work for ourselves.

proof of service:
I, James F. Osterbur, do hereby declare and prove that I have sent in this day
January 10, 2012; by first class US mail service/ with postage prepaid.  A copy of
this filing within the court and  to 

STATE OF IL attorney general office 
500 S. Second st.  Springfield IL 62706 

and city of Gifford, chamber of commerce
box 308  
308 S. Main st. Gifford IL 61847


